
IT'S ABOUT
MAKING TIME

Time Saving Tips

Can we save time? We have all got the same

amount of time so we can’t bank hours to 

use later but we can use our time more

productively. It is so easy to be distracted; 

to put off things till “later” and to be side

tracked onto more interesting activities.
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Planning is the tool to use as well as a splash

of discipline; planning for those things we

dislike and planning for those things we

much prefer to do. Lists are all well and

good but sometimes they can just go on and

on and on (you know what I mean).



Time Saving Tips

• Use a calendar that is broken down into

timeslots that you are available; if you have to pick

your child up from school or telephone the dentist

book it in your calendar as you are clearly not able

to work during this time – and you won’t forget to

do them!

 

• Start your day with a “plan of action”; what

activities you are going to address; gage how long

they are going to take and put them in the

calendar. This can be done at the end of the

previous day or first thing in the morning for that

day.
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Batch the same tasks together; all calls together;

all research together; invoicing time; etc

Schedule in slots for dealing with your emails – not

just when the “ping” tells you.

Set a timer so when the time is up you move on to

the next thing and schedule some additional time

to finish the activity if you haven’t finished.

Reduce distractions by turning all interruptions

off; logoff your email so you don’t get notified

when a new mail arrives (set up an out-of-office

message), switch your phone to answerphone.
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• If you finish early; don’t waste that time but get

on with the next activity.

 

• Schedule in breaks; and break at that time. Same

goes for the end of the day (unless an urgent

matter comes up).

 

• Schedule those things you put off for first thing

in the morning – get them out of the way and feel

good for the rest of the day.
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• Assess your success at the end of the day; plan

for the next day and congratulate yourself on your

focus, commitment and what you have achieved.

 

• After a while you will be able to get the timings

more accurate; complete the activities for the day

and be able to slot in some “down time” to reward

yourself with a coffee with a friend; an extra walk

with the dog or just half an hour on the sofa with a

good book.



Being focused will enable you to achieve your goals for

both your business and your personal life; having

focus in either part of your life or part of your week

will make the “down time” more rewarding, fulfilling

and enjoyable; and that’s why we work so hard is it

not?
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